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The fourth meditation music collection by Andrew Brel featuring the remarkable guitar skills of Hugh

Burns. Hugh is well know for his featured contributions to many hit songs. 7 MP3 Songs NEW AGE:

Meditation, NEW AGE: Ambient Details: Angels and Unicorns is the fourth meditation music collection by

Andrew Brel. One hour of music featuring the remarkable guitar skills of Hugh Burns. Hugh is well know

for his featured contributions to many hit songs including Careless Whisper Jesus to a child and Faith by

George Michael and Gerry Raffertys Baker Street. Hugh is also an accomplished classical musician,

performing regularly with major orchestras around the world. Hugh has developed his own spiritual path

along the Buddhist values, and is a keen student of music and its relationship with spiritual growth. On

this recording Hugh has used the following guitars: Pedro Maldenado - Conde - Larrivee - Kohno and a

Gibson L7. The 7 pieces on Angels and Unicorns were recorded in the fall of 2006 at Riverbank Studios

in Surrey over a three Month period. The seven compositions are aimed at the higher consciousness, to

provide an oasis of calm in which to nourish clear thought The purpose of this recording is to provide a

useful tool for self-improvement. To encourage the journey to your inner wisdom, for when you transform

yourself you help to make the world a better place. The notes, frequencies and tempos used in the

recording have been woven into a harmonious musical blend incorporating only positive elements, to

raise individual consciousness, align you with the spiritual laws and enable you to upgrade your life

experience, helping you enhance and uphold a positive attitude and enjoyment of life. This music offers

you the opportunity to take time out, to consider who you are and what relationship you want to have with

yourself. It helps you to identify and release all that hold you back, and aspire towards the karmic bliss

that awaits anyone who transcends their past. This beautiful music took me into the higher realms. Diana

Cooper' 'I found it therapeutic and serene' Allan Tarney.
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